There are many ways to recall Paul Erdős' memory and his special way of doing mathematics. Ernst Straus described him as "the prince of problem solvers and the absolute monarch of problem posers". Indeed, those mathematicians who are old enough to have attended some of his lectures will remember that, after his talks, chairmen used to slightly depart from standard conduct, not asking if there were any questions but if there were any answers.
Aside from updating the status of a number of interesting questions, my hope is to convince the reader that Erdős' conjectures, although stated in a condensed and seemingly particular form, were problematics rather than problems. Day after day, year after year, each of his questions appears, in the light of discussions and partial progress, as a node in a gigantic net, designed not for a single prey but for a whole species.
In the sequel of this paper, quotes from the article [24] are set in italics. I took liberties to correct obvious typographic errors and to slightly modify some notations in order to fit with subsequent works. Erdős' paper starts with the following.
First of all I state a very old conjecture of mine: the density of integers n which have two divisors d 1 and d 2 satisfying d 1 < d 2 < 2d 1 is 1. I proved long ago [20] that the density of these numbers exists but I have never been able to prove that it is 1. I claimed [21] that I proved that almost all integers n have two divisors
Hall and I confirmed this later statement but unfortunately we cannot prove (1). We are fairly sure that (1) is true and perhaps it is not hopeless to prove it by methods of probabilistic number theory that are at our disposal. This is an edifying example of a conjecture meeting the above five requirements. However, before elaborating on this, it may be worthwhile try understanding the process that led Erdős to this simple and deep statement.
An integer n is called perfect if it is equal to the sum of its proper divisors. Thus 6 = 1 + 2 + 3 and 28 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14 are perfect. In modern notation, a perfect integer n satisfies σ(n) = 2n where σ(n) stands for the sum of all divisors. This is an interesting formulation since σ(n) is a multiplicative function of n. In the third century before our era, Euclid proved (IX.36) that 2 p−1 (2 p − 1) is perfect whenever 2 p − 1 is prime, which of course implies that p itself is prime.
An integer n is called abundant if σ(n) > 2n. In the early thirties, in a book on number theory, Erich Bessel-Hagen asks whether abundant integers have a natural density. Davenport [12], Chowla [11], Erdős [16] and Behrend [3] all gave, independently, a positive answer. All proofs, except that of Erdős, rest on the method of (real or complex) moments. Erdős attacks the problem from another viewpoint: primitive abundant numbers, i.e. abundant numbers having no abundant proper divisor. Writing f (n) for σ(n)/n, any primitive abundant integer n satisfies
